
OUTCOME OF THE WORKSHOP HELD ON 14.12,2017 ON MARITIME TRAINING
AND EDUCATION

Foreword:

A workshop on Maritime Training and Education was organized by the Directorate
General of Shipping at the seminar hall of lRS, Mumbai on 14th December 2017. The
Director General of Shipping, Dr Malini V Shankar presided over the event as the
Chief Guest. The said workshop was attended by Shri Amitabh Kumar, Additional
Director General of Shipping, Shri B. R. Sekhar, Chief Surveyor, Principal Officers
and other Officers of Directorate General of Shipping and Mercantile Marine
Department and about 175 representatives from lndian Maritime lndustry constituting
mainly from the field of Maritime Education.

The Chief Guest Dr Malini V Shankar in her address cited a recent five-part article in

a daily newspaper named "B-Tech (Fail): Empty seats, ghost campuses,
unskilled graduates." The article stressed as to how the un-restricted growth of
private engineering colleges with poor infrastructure, labs and faculty; non-existent
linkages with industry; the absence of a technical ecosystem that can nurture the
classroom resulted in low employability of graduates and, therefore, an abysmal
record of job placement.ln 2016-20'17 half of the '15.5 lakh BE/B-Tech seats were
vacant on account of poor employability through these private engineering colleges.
She further stated that probably time has come to apply Nudge theory in order to
improve the performance of Maritime Education and Training lnstitutes. Nudge
theory (or nudge) is a concept in behavioural science, political

theory and economics which proposes positive reinforcement and indirect

suggestions to try to achieve non-forced compliance to influence the motives,

incentives and decision making of groups and individuals. The claim is that nudges

are at least as effective, if not more effective, than direct instruction, legislation, or

enforcement.

ln his opening address, the Additional Director General of Shipping, Shri Amitabh

Kumar stressed the increasing importance of enhanced quality of education to be
provided by the Maritime lnstitute in this era where shipping is facing recession and

seafarers are affected by this recession. Further the threat of disruptive technology
looms large on lndian seafarers as smart ships in near future shall result in low
manning scales and new competency requirement for those who sail on these smart

ships. The thrust on Blue Economy which talks about sustainable use of ocean

resources shall require upgrading the level of education of a number of skilled

workers such as fishermen. ln this context the Maritime training institutes will not

only play an important but also an enhanced role.

Methodoloqv of Workshop:

The Chief Surveyor, Shri B. R. Sekhar outlined the rules for this workshop. The

stalwarts from Maritime industry and training institutes were divided into 9 different
groups. Each group was given one theme/problem identified by the Directorate

General of Shippinq as a roadblock for the qualitative development of Marllime



education and training. Each team was required to deliberate upon/brain storm for
one hour and come out with solutions to resolve the said issue constructively and

with agreement of all stake-holders. After the time period each team is requested to
give a presentation on outcomes. Chief Surveyor while outlining the rules stated that
the teams should brainstorm with full interest and a single most objective of
qualitative improvement and not make suggestions without being aware of the

available procedures as can be seen from some of the complaints/tweets raised by

few maritime professionals.

Aqenda and the outcome

1. Topic No. 1: Monitoring and Control of basic and advanced modular

courses
A) Questions:

i) How should admission of candidates be monitored? At present, the

lnstitutes are required to upload student's data by 1000 hours on the

date of commencement of each of these modular courses.

ii) How can the attendance of the students be monitored? For survival

and Firefighting courses, video recording of the practical is already

mandatory.
B) View of the team that deliberated the topic:
- The uploading of batch details by 10:00 hrs has some issues related to

server capacity. Server capacity to be enhanced and /or e-mail as a back-

up may be considered. ln a view to upload with in stipulated time some

clerical errors are encountered while typing and requires editing. lt was

requested to allow some field such as spelling of a name etc to be

editable.
- Video-recording of practical is cumbersome and expensive and requires

huge storage capacity. Solutions such as Aadhar based attendance for

students and unannounced checking of the institutes may be considered.

- lssuance of certificates may be allowed to remain with the institutes till a

mechanism to conduct centralized examination is introduced.

C) Suggestions and Questions from the audience
- CCTV Surveillance with user id and password given to Directorate. CCTV

is not costly.
- Why not upload details of faculty along with students as many ghost

faculties are conducting courses?
- Why MTls are allowed to tie-up for conduct of fire fighting and lifeboat

drills? lf MTls can't invest and raise fees, they should shut down. Do not

play with seafarer's survival courses.
D) Final Outcome
- Aadhar based biometric attendance system to be made compulsory

for both faculty and students.
- Video recording of all the practical training aspects such as'lowering and

manoeuvring of rescue boat, mock-up fire fighting, etc., batch wise, of
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counses such as Proficiency in Survival Graft & Rescue "Boat (PSCRB)

and Fire Prevention and Fire Fighting (FPFF) courses shall, with date and

time) shall be continued.
Topic No. 2: Exit Exams for basic and advanced modular coullses
A) Questions:

i) Which agency is capable of and may volunteer to develop such online
questions?

ii) After development of question banks, who will conduct, monitor and

control such onJine examination system?

iii) How the issuance of certificate can be linked to passing the on-line

examination?
B) View of the team that deliberated the topic:
- Exit examinations are feasible if logistics issues are sorted out. Questions

can be best developed by lnstitutes and shared with the centralized body.

- A Not for Profit based centralized agency to be developed for conduct of

on-line examinations.
- There are basically three types of courses: Pre-sea, Post-sea and

Simulator based. The students attending pre-sea courses are normally

illiterate and by and large not the seafarers and thus pre-sea courses may

be exempted from these centralized examinations. However, video

recording of practical examination may be considered for pre-sea courses.

- The students in Post-sea courses may be made to undertake on-line

centralized examinations. However, for simulator based courses' sample

recordings may be considered in lieu of on-line centralized examination

due to these types of examinations on simulators may result in

cumbersome procedures.

C) Suggestions and Questions from the audience
- Since the said pre-sea courses are conducted in English, centralized

examination is feasible for pre-sea courses.

- Students other than seafarers may not be given DG approved course

certificates, if on-line examinations are not conducted. organization like

ONGC which force their people to undertake pre-sea courses may carry

out the approval of said courses themselves.

D) Outcome
- Centralized exist examinations to be developed for basic and

advanced modular courses.
Topic No. 3: Combining STCW Modular and Refresher Courses

A) Questions:
i) what should be the realistic duration for each of the four refresher courses

(PST, PSCRB, FPFF, AFF)?

ii) can any two or three or all four courses be combined taking into account

the requirement of these refresher courses by different category of

seafarers and duration of each of the combination?

B) View of the team that deliberated the topic:
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- lnstitute must be approved for all courses to be offered in combination.

- lnstitute must have necessary faculty/instructors for the offered

combination.
- For Ratings: PST (2hours) and FPFF (3 hours) can be done in tandem and

completed in one day with two separate certificates.

- For AB's PST (2 hours), FPFF (3 hours) and PSCRB (3.5 Hours) can be

completed in one-two day.

- For Officer's PST (2 hours), FPFF (3 hours) and PSCRB (3.5 Hours) and

AFF (4.5 hours) can be completed in two{hree days.

- The team also recommended following additional packages:

i) Five basic STCW Courses in 2 weeks
ii) ROC + ARPA + ECDIS combination can be completed in 3 weeks

instead of present 4 weeks.

iii) TASCO + LSCH combination can be completed in 2 weeks from

present 3 weeks.

C) Final Outcome
- Combination of modular courses to be selected and offered.

4. Topic No. 4: Exit Exams for GME/ETO/DME

A) Questions:
i) ls there a need for centralized exit examination?

ii) lf, yes which entity can be entrusted upon to conduct these

examinations?
B) View point of the team that deliberated the topic:
- Good initiative; should be done with proper planning and implementation'

Centralized examination conducted by BEST already exists.

- The control should be entrusted to lMEl or similar bodies.

- Centralized Examination should be combination of on-line written exams,

skill test and oral test.
- Exams to be conducted every 3-months, so that, failed candidates can re-

appear.
- Each approved institute to provide 2-sets of question papers.

C) Suggestions and Questions from the audience
- IMU has a training programme for GME trainees and IMU campuses are

under its umbrella. What is the purpose of creating a separate system?

Why not institutes running GME courses be asked to affiliate to IMU?

- Why not entry examination for induction of GME by MTI/DGS?

- lnstead of exit exams Will it not be a good option to have a common

entrance examination to ensure good intake?

- Will/Has the exit exam increased the competency and employability of the

candidates?
D) Outcome
- Exit examination for GME/ETO/DME to be developed and conducted

from a centralized system.



5. Topic No. 5: MTI's - Responsibility for passing competency

examinations
A) Questions
l) Why a candidate who attends and passes examination in the preparatory

course is unable to pass competency examinations conducted by DGS?

ii) How to overcome this gaP?

B) View of the team that deliberated the topic:
- Engineering pass/fail analysis is available on DGS Website but that of

Nautical is missing.
- Passing percentage KPI's should be MTI wise and MMD wise.

- MTI's must conduct mock oral exams. lndustry must provide external

examiners.
- Revisit DGS Order 5 of 2013 and 5 of 2016 concerning approvals,

qualification, age limits, teaching hours etc.

- No approval should be needed for preparatory classes for Class 4 and

ETO COC.
- Class 1 (Motor) & 2 (Motor): DG Approval required. Have good checks at

MTI.
- Display updated oral syllabus on DGS Website.

C) Suggestions and Questions from the audience:
- CCMI is conducting free coaching and oral mock examinations, yet, there

is a poor response.
- what is the responsibility of shipping companies with respect to on-board

training?
D) Final Outcome
- Oral syllabus to be disPlaYed.
- Gompetency examination results for all grades with passing

percentage for both Nautical and Engineering to be displayed on the

DGS Web-site.
- MTls must conduct mock oral examinations.

6.TopicNo.6:CriteriatokeepthecontinuityofValidityofApproved
Courses
A) Questions
i) what should be the minimum criteria for the continued validity of the

Competency / Modular Courses?

ii) should the approval for Modular courses continue to be linked to conduct

of CompetencY Courses?

iii) lf yes, then if the lnstitute does not conduct the competency courses'

should the approval for the respective Modular Courses also be

withdrawn?
iv) what should be the minimum strength of a class / batch in order to

conduct a course? should the batch be cancelled if the minimum criteria is

not met?



v) What should be the minimum percentages of approved frequency of
batches to be conducted in a year in order to have the approval for the

subject course valid?
vi) lf such a course is a primary requirement to be fulfilled for conducting

other courses, discuss why the conduct of batches for other courses and

the approvals for such courses should not be suspended.

B) View of the team that deliberated the topic:
- The minimum criteria for the Continued Validity of the Competency /

Modular Courses to be based on CIP Rating.

- Yes, the approval for Modular Courses may be continued to be linked to

conduct of Competency Courses, but course to course - not up and down

--e.9. Post Sea and Pre-sea modular linked.

- The withdrawal of the approval of the lnstitute for competency and

modular courses to be based upon CIP rating rather than number of
candidates who attended the said course.

- Fixing up the criteria of enrolment of a particular number of students prior

to conducting a batch of a particular course shall put seafarers in lot of
problem.

G) Suggestions and Questions from the audiences
- Pull up the lnstitutes which are not performing but how did they get DGS

approval.
D) Final Outcome
- DGS to develop criteria for continuing the validity of courses

7. Topic No. 7: Correction of answer scripts(Centralizing/De-centralizing)
and validity of passed subiect.
A) Questions:
i) Should there be a centralized system for collection and checking of

answer scripts for transparencY?
ii) Presently there is no time limit for candidate to pass oral exams after

passing written in the Engineering examination; however, in the Nautical

examination there is a time limit of 5 years to complete all functions

(wriften and orals). What should be the uniform validity of part passed

exam?
B) View of the team that deliberated the topic:
- All Answer sheets should be sent to DGS Mumbai (Centralised system)

- From Mumbai the answer sheets can be sent to other centres as the

requirement of Domain expertise (if required).

- With online/tab-based examination the centralized distribution shall be a

reality.
- A time period of 5 years may be considered to pass both written and orals

for a function. ln case a candidate is unable to pass complete examination

within S-years, he may be considered pass in the function in which he hasy*



passed both written and orals subject to some re-validation for the said
function.

C) Suggestions and Questions from the audience
- How can centralize system handle chart work?
- IMU is having a centralized chart collection and correction system.
D) Final Outcome
- Ensure that examination papers from one centre/city are checked by

other centre/city on a random rotation basis.
- Period of validity of every written or ora! function passed by a

candidate shall be for five years from the date of passing the
examination. ln case where candidate has not cleared some
functions and the validity of already cleared function (either written &
oral) is exceeding 5 yearc, then for obtaining Competency Certificate
the candidate needs to re-appear that particular passed written or
oral function whose validity is exceeding 5 years in addition to the
pending written or oral function.

8. Topic No. 8: Review of syllabus and eligibility criteria for faculty
members.
A) Questions
i) What should be the frequency of revision of syllabi of various courses?
ii) Who should participate in the core committee for syllabus revision?
iii) How should faculty be updated?
iv) ls there a need to re-visit age limit for faculty?
B) View point of the team that deliberated the topic:
- The courses to be distributed in three categories: Pre-sea/Long term

courses, Competency courses and Modular courses.
- For courses under Universities Like IMU/ CUSAT etc., the course revision

will take place as per the University norms.
- For courses for ETO I GME I GP rating / CCMC, revision every 2 year.

The competency and modular courses to be reviewed every 2-years.
- lmplementation of reviewed courses to be verified at CIP Audits.
- DGS to form a Core Training Committee which will review the pre-sea

courses Syllabus for MTl. The committee may be headed by a member

from DGS and include representatives from MTl, shipping companies,

Classification societies on rotation basis, lMEl and CMMI representatives.
- To update faculties a compulsory faculty development programme to be

implemented. Faculty exchange programmes can be initiated. lncrease the

maximum teaching hours to 24 from the present maximum limit of 16

hours.
- lnduction of Class ll Engineers and Chief Mate CoC holders as faculty

may be allowed. lncrease the faculty maximum age limit to 75 years from

the present 65 years with yearly medical examination of faculty after
attaining an age of 65 years.
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A)

C) Suggestions and Questions from the audience
- Can 7S-year-old faculty teach for 24 hours per week?
- When lndustry is saying that examiners are old and outdated, how can old

people teach?
- Average of faculty conducting GMDSS course is 67 years as there are no

COP Class ll holders available. Can we consider Nautical Officers without
Class Il COP for GMDSS courses?

- lf faculty teaches for 24 hours, how will they keep them updated?
D) Final Outcome
- ETO/GME/GP rating/CCMC/Modular course syllabus to be revised

once in two years.
- Present norms on faculty age and teaching hours per week to

continue.
- The pre-sea courses by institutes affiliated to a university to be

continue as per the norms of the University.
Topic No. 9: Mandatory provision for RPSL to place trainees; monitoring
of placement of trainees by sponsors
Questions
- At present the RPSL are engaged to source COC holders and supply to

their principals. ls it possible to make mandatory for RPSL holders to also
place trainees or not?

- How do we capture data of the RPSL requirement (projections planning) of
seafarers? How such collected data could be validated?

- Do you think that trend analysis of such data shall aid in better planning of
the supply of seafarers to the world maritime industry?

- Do you think that Control of intake capacity might be one of the ways to
handle shortage of faculty?

- Everybody gives sponsorship letters to institutes and based on the same
the institutes gets its approval. However, there is no ways and means to
ensure whether the institute based on which it got his approval and also
the undertaking given by the sponsors have own the required
responsibility for the placement of the trainee seafarers including their
mentoring and monitoring.

- Do you think that linking RPSL companies 'data with batch details from the
Training lnstitutes shall assist in increasing accountability of placement of
seafarers on the maritime training institutes and the RPSL companies?

View of team that deliberated the topic:
- lt should be made mandatory for RPSL holders to place trainees.
- Projection/planning of placements is difficult since forecasting is extremely

speculative with a vast array of variables. Further there are differences in

industry - ownership / management / size of organisation/ owner
preference/ owner agreeability to spend on trainee berths.

B)



Projection/planning may be based on 'Historical Data' with correction
factors applied on various elements.

- The control of intake capacity can be considered provided DGS shares the

data readily with training institute so they can understand supply - demand
and adjust their resources accordingly.

- Sponsors should ensure placements and there has to be accountability
and violations to be met with strict penalties.

- Placement data by various RPSL can be collected via DGS e-governance
and shared with MTI's.

C) Suggestions and Questions from the audience
- What are the proposed measures to enforce accountability of sponsoring

companies?
D) Final Outcome

No mandatory provision for placement of trainees by RPSL.
The companies should ensure that sponsored candidates are placed
on ships to prevent action against the flouting company.
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